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MEDIA MYTHS
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AGENDA
By Peter LaBarbera

Founded in 1969, Accuracy in Media was America’s first media watchdog. AIM’s
founder Reed Irvine functioned practically alone as a check and balance against the
media during the first two decades of AIM’s existence, before the advent of talk radio
and Fox News. In many ways, he was the ancestor of both. We would argue the point
that for about 20 years, Reed Irvine and AIM were the alternative media.
During one e-mail exchange with an AIM critic while in the twilight of his career,
Mr. Irvine brought his antagonist up short with the statement, “Show me one thing we
have written that is inaccurate.” We have always tried to hold to this standard. After
more than four decades of operation, we find that AIM’s unique history has positioned
us to correct both the journalistic record and the historical record.
We endeavor to provide this service for you, and could not do our work without
your generous contributions. Every donation helps.
Your support in the amount of $50, $250, $1,000 or more will help ensure the
continuation of AIM’s vital work to expose media bias and provide the American
people with the information they need to make informed decisions.

Peter LaBarbera is the president of Americans for Truth about Homosexuality (AFTAH), a non-partisan, non-profit group dedicated to exposing the
homosexual-bisexual-transgender activist agendas. Founded in 1996, AFTAH
seeks to apply the same single-minded determination to opposing the radical
homosexual agenda and standing for God-ordained sexuality and the natural
family as countless homosexual groups do in promoting their harmful agendas.
AFTAH is a rare single-issue national group on the other side of this critical “culture war” issue. Meanwhile, there are over a dozen national American “gay” groups with annual budgets ranging from just
under $1 million to over $30 million working to advance their agendas — which threatens to criminalize Christian opposition to behavior that most Americans believe is wrong.
Contact info: americansfortruth@gmail.com PH: 312-324-3787
Address: P.O. Box 5522, Naperville, IL 60567-5522

Refuting Media Myths of the Homosexual-Transgender Agenda
By Peter LaBarbera

Executive Summary
This report exposes the increasingly radical and totalitarian demands of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender lobby—including pushing extreme “gender identities” on youth.
It then refutes some of the media’s and the “gay” movement’s biggest myths and lies that
have fooled many Americans into accepting this very destructive agenda:
• The “10 percent” myth that claimed for decades that an absurd “10 percent” of the
population is homosexual—and how due to media propaganda the average American
today believes the homosexual population is far more than 10 percent;
• The myth that people are “born gay” and the reality that the media ignore: that many
men and women have walked away from homosexuality;
• How some researchers are returning to the realization that childhood traumas such as
same-sex incest help cause homosexual identities;
• How transsexual “sex reassignment surgeries” often do not produce happiness. Despite all the hype, many post-operative transsexuals consider suicide;
• How LGBT activists are pushing radical “transgender” ideology on children—even
to the point of encouraging underage kids to get body-destroying surgeries;
• The myth of “gay” equality in the areas of homosexual parenting outcomes, mental
illness and massive homosexual health risks;
• The shocking health risks associated with transgenderism and children pursuing
“gender” change, and the silent suffering of children raised in homosexual and transsexual households; and
• A list of helpful web resources for further study.
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New York City now demands “respect” for
31 “gender identities,”2 including “genderqueer,” “third sex” and “pangender”;

A Special Report from the Accuracy in Media Center for Investigative Journalism
Warning: This report contains some offensive
descriptions
The purpose of this report is to expose and refute
some of the longstanding statistical lies and propagandistic myths of the LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender) activist movement. With media support, homosexual and leftist activists now
openly campaign to banish dissenting conservative
voices. This dangerous dynamic gives the homosexual-transgender lobby nearly full rein to advance its
agenda, which now includes:
•

•

Taxpayer-funding for horrifying, body-disfiguring “sex reassignment surgeries,” e.g., a
woman having her healthy breasts surgically
removed to look like a flat-chested “man,” or
a man having his penis surgically destroyed
to craft a makeshift “vagina”;

•

Allowing transsexuals into the U.S. military,
and paying for their destructive, genderbending “surgeries” in the name of “health
care”;

•

Encouraging young people to adopt opposite-sex “gender identities”—even going so
far as encouraging underage children to take
hormones to offset puberty3—in a futile attempt to “become” the opposite sex—or
worse: allowing minor boys and girls to have
their sexual organs surgically mutilated4 to
appear like the opposite-sex;

•

Teaching very young children—even kindergartners5—to accept homosexuality and
the radical “transgender” idea that they can
choose a “gender identity”6 that does not
match their biological sex.

Levying large fines to punish Christians and
traditionalists who do not want to participate with their small business in homosexual
“weddings”;

•

Criminalizing pro-heterosexual change therapy1 for sexually confused minors;

•

Using the government to force schools and
businesses to allow “transgenders”—e.g.,
men who think they are women—to use
public female (opposite-sex) restrooms and
locker rooms;

•

Using LGBT “nondiscrimination” laws to
mandate that public schools and businesses
punish anyone who does not adhere to politically-correct transgender-inclusive language—such as using “zir” instead of “her.”

So awash is the public in pro-homosexual propaganda that a 2011 Gallup poll found the average American “guesstimated” that a whopping 25 percent of
the population is “gay.”7 (Women and people under

30 put the number even higher, at around 30 percent.) The actual percentage of homosexual men,
lesbians and bisexuals in the U.S. population is
just 2.3 percent (see below).
The 10 Percent Myth
The “10 percent” myth is one of the most enduring
propaganda claims of the homosexual activist movement. Concocted in the late 1970s by Bruce Voeller,8
founder of the National Gay Task Force (predeces- sponsible for their sexual behaviors because “being
sor of today’s National LGBTQ Task Force9), it was gay” is a genetic part of “who they are.”
accompanied by the slogan, “We Are Everywhere.”
From a scientific perspective, however, the “born
Thus, just as “gay” militants pressured and bullied gay” myth—like its bogus “10 Percent Gay” counAmerica’s mental health professionals to remove terpart—has fallen on hard times. In the 1990s, talk
homosexuality from the list of mental disorders in of a “gay gene” was all the rage after then-closeted
1973, they greatly exaggerated the homosexual pop- homosexual researcher Dean Hamer published a
13
ulation to expand their political power in subsequent media-ballyhooed 1993 study in the journal Sciyears. And the media duly cooperated by promoting ence purporting to find a “genetic marker” for male
the statistical sham. For decades American reporters homosexual “orientation.” But Science could not
14
treated the 10 percent claim—a misreading of de- replicate its own study, and other attempts failed
viant, pioneering “sexologist” Alfred Kinsey’s dis- as well. Now genetic homosexuality is no longer in
15
credited research10—as fact, using it to “report” huge vogue, although the possibility of a “gay gene” still
excites reporters.
numbers of alleged homosexuals in society.
The 10 percent myth served its purpose of projecting
enormous “gay” political strength when the movement was still weak. But study after study came up
with estimates of the homosexual-bisexual population under 5 percent. A massive 2014 survey11 of
35,557 Americans by the federal National Center for
Health Statistics dealt a death blow to the Ten Percent claim. It found that only 1.6 percent of those
polled identified as “gay or lesbian,” while 0.7 percent said they were “bisexual.” In 2011 the pro-LGBT Williams Institute at UCLA12 estimated that 0.3
percent identified as transgender. Thus a combined
estimate for homosexuals, bisexuals and transgenders in America is around 3 percent.
Born Gay?—No Way
Another popular “gay” activist myth is the notion
that homosexuals are “born that way.” This convenient narrative—stoked for many years by LGBT
advocates—takes morality out of the homosexual
debate by suggesting that homosexuals are not re-

The most serious blow to the “gay gene” theory has
come from identical twin studies. Once used to promote the idea of inborn homosexuality, they are now
widely seen as demonstrating the opposite. Dr. Neil
Whitehead,16 one of the world’s leading conservative
researchers on the issue states:
“From six studies (2000-2011): if an identical twin has same-sex attraction the chances
that the co-twin has it too, are only about
11% for men and 14% for women.”
“Because they have identical DNA [concordance on
sexual orientation it] ought to be 100 percent” Dr.
Whitehead told17 OrthodoxNet.com.
Childhood Trauma and “Gayness”
Finally, some researchers are coming forth with alternative theories linking the development of adult
homosexual identity to childhood trauma, e.g., incest
between twins or child molestation. (Interestingly,

two prominent openly homosexual TV personali- Homosexuals Can Change
ties—CNN’s Don Lemon18 and MSNBC’s Thomas
Roberts19—were sexually assaulted as boys by ho- There is no truth despised by homosexual activists
mosexual adult predators.)
more than the simple reality that people who once
lived as “gay” or lesbian (or “transgender”) can
A 2015 study led by Keith Beard and published in change and live honorably according to the natural,
the journal Cogent Psychology20 found that, “Same- created purpose of their bodies before God. Homosex sibling incest also significantly increased the sexual activists continue to assert that people canlikelihood that participants would self-identify as not change their “sexual orientation”—ignoring the
gay, lesbian, bisexual, or questioning (rather than many testimonies of people like Stephen Black24 and
Dr. Rosaria Butterfield25 who have overcome the
homosexual).”
pull of homosexuality in their lives. See this MasterNotably, the authors of the study took pains to is- ing Life Ministries website26 for video testimonials
sue a gay-affirming disclaimer: “Our results were of ex-homosexuals. Notably, ex-“gays” rarely get
consistent with the idea that the sexual orientation of serious treatment in the media—rewarding the lobby efforts of powerful LGBT media pressure groups
adults cannot be changed.”
like GLAAD.27
Is it not cruel to tell a man who was raped as a boy by
an adult pervert—or seduced into incestuous sex by
an older brother—that he is now destined to be stuck
with a deviant and immoral sexual identity for the
rest of his life? With so many ex-“gays” like Dennis Jernigan21 proclaiming freedom from past homosexuality, how can anyone—journalist, gay activist Now the pro-homosexual lobby, including leftist
or scholar—claim that adults cannot change their allied groups like the Southern Poverty Law Center28—mislabeled as a “civil rights group”29 by news
“sexual orientation?”
organizations—have taken it up a notch by pushing
for state and national laws to ban pro-heterosexual
The “Born Gay” Myth Is Still Popular
change therapy for minors. Such anti-freedom laws
Tragically, despite growing evidence to the con- now exist in California, Oregon, New Jersey, Illinois,
trary, about half of Americans surveyed still believe Vermont and the District of Columbia. President
that homosexuals are “born that way,” according to Obama has endorsed a federal bill designed to ban
a 2015 Gallup poll.22 Gallup has polled on this and so-called “conversion” (change) therapy for minors.
other homosexual issues every year since 1977. In This highly dangerous legislation would curtail the
that initial year, only 13 percent of Americans be- freedom of parents and children—including those
lieved people were “born with” homosexuality while victimized by homosexual predators—to pursue the
56 percent cited a person’s “upbringing and environ- healthy change they desire.
ment” as the main causative factors. By 2013, those
findings were reversed, and a record 51 percent of Dangerous “Sex Reassignment” Surgeries
respondents believed homosexuals were born with
that inclination while a record low of 30 percent cit- Walt Heyer is a former transsexual30 who went
through “male-to-female” “sex reassignment sured environmental factors.
gery” to become his female alter ego (“Laura”).
Such data shows the tremendous, suffocating pow- Heyer was not “born transgender” but instead the
er of the media to drive the “gay” debate. Now the childhood victim of some tragic circumstances—insame media are working overtime to mainstream cluding a grandmother who dressed him up in fancy
transgenderism, which is also said to be an innate dress when he was a little boy. Now he has regained
his natural male identity and urges gender-confused
condition.23

these young people to distance themselves
from their families and offer advice on rebutting arguments against having transgender surgery. Treatments here must begin with
removing the young person from the suggestive environment and offering a counter-message in family therapy.
men not to go through the radical operations and
hormone therapy to pursue a fantasy. See Heyer’s
website, SexChangeRegret.com.31
Heyer cites the testimony of Dr. Paul McHugh,32
the Distinguished Professor of Psychiatry at Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine, who shut
down the university’s “sex reassignment surgery”
program after studying the outcomes of men who
went through the “sex change” operations compared
to those who did not. Wrote McHugh in 2014:
“Most of the surgically treated patients described themselves as ‘satisfied’ by the results, but their subsequent psycho-social
adjustments were no better than those who
didn’t have the surgery. And so at Hopkins
we stopped doing sex-reassignment surgery,
since producing a ‘satisfied’ but still troubled
patient seemed an inadequate reason for surgically amputating normal organs.”

“Then there is the subgroup of very young,
often prepubescent children who notice distinct sex roles in the culture and, exploring
how they fit in, begin imitating the opposite sex. Misguided doctors at medical centers including Boston’s Children’s Hospital
have begun trying to treat this behavior by
administering puberty-delaying hormones to
render later sex-change surgeries less onerous—even though the drugs stunt the children’s growth and risk causing sterility. Given that close to 80 percent of such children
would abandon their confusion and grow
naturally into adult life if untreated, these
medical interventions come close to child
abuse. A better way to help these children:
with devoted parenting.”

Transgenderism Harms Children
Dr. McHugh saves his most devastating critique for
those adults who would foist radical transsexual surgeries and hormone treatments on the very young To echo Dr. McHugh’s warning, the American Coland gender-confused teenagers33 (emphasis added): lege of Pediatricians, a pro-family alternative to
the reliably pro-homosexual American Academy of
“Another subgroup consists of young men Pediatricians, recently put out an outstanding stateand women susceptible to suggestion from ment, “Gender Ideology Harms Children,”34 which
“everything is normal” sex education, ampli- includes among its points:
fied by Internet chat groups. These are the
transgender subjects most like anorexia
• Puberty is not a disease and puberty-blocknervosa patients: They become persuading hormones can be dangerous…
ed that seeking a drastic physical change
will banish their psycho-social problems.
• According to the DSM-V [the APA’s diag“Diversity” counselors in their schools,
nostic manual for mental disorders] as many
rather like cult leaders, may encourage
as 98 percent of gender confused boys and

88 percent of gender confused girls eventually accept their biological sex after naturally
passing through puberty.
•

Children who use puberty blockers to impersonate the opposite sex will require cross-sex
hormones in late adolescence. Cross-sex hormones (testosterone and estrogen) are associated with dangerous health risks including
but not limited to high blood pressure, blood
clots, stroke and cancer.

•

Rates of suicide are 20 times greater among
adults who use cross-sex hormones and undergo sex reassignment surgery, even in
Sweden which is among the most LGBTQ—
affirming countries.

In his most extensive statistical analysis, in
which he also takes into account relationship
stability, stigmatization, and parents’ psychological distress, Sullins finds the prevalence
of emotional problems among children living with same-sex parents to be 4.5 times as
high as among children living with their married biological parents, three times as high as
children living with a married stepparent, 2.5
times as high as those with cohabiting parents, and three times as high as children with
a single parent.”

There are now many moving firsthand testimonies
available from men and women who grew up in
homes with homosexual or transsexual parents. See
Dawn Stefanowicz’s testimony of life with her promiscuous “gay” dad,36 and Denise Shick’s story of
• Conditioning children into believing that living with a selfish, cross-dressing father.37
a lifetime of chemical and surgical impersonation of the opposite sex is normal and Homosexuals and Health Problems
healthy is child abuse.
In every area of life, “gay” activists apply their egaliChildren of Homosexuals and Transgenders tarian formula to posit a moral equivalence between
homosexuality and normalcy (heterosexuality). But
Suffer
what Dr. Sullins38 wrote in 2004 remains true today:
Homosexual activists rely on “gay”-authored re“Like abortion, homosexuality is associated
search with sloppy methodology to claim that there
with increased problems of mental health
is “no difference” between homosexual and normal,
and distress. Though rarely acknowledged in
mom-and-dad households—and sometimes assert
popular media or discourse, emerging epidethat “gay”-led parenting is superior to the traditional
miological evidence in the past decade has
variety. But again, the facts suggest otherwise.
clearly established a link between homosex35
uality and mental illness or emotional probWrites Jamie Bryan Hall, citing the work of Catholems.”
lic University sociology professor Dr. Paul Sullins,
who analyzed data from the federal National Health
The Obama administration’s successful campaign
Interview Survey from 1997 to 2013:
to allow male homosexuals to donate blood has ex“Controlling for child sex, age, and race and posed how the LGBT lobby is more concerned about
parents’ education and income, Dr. Sullins scoring another “gay rights” win than protecting our
finds that children of parents in same-sex nation’s blood supply. It is as if the many thousands
relationships fare significantly worse than of stories over the last few decades including those
those of opposite-sex parents on nine of 12 about the AIDS crisis—showing the high correlation
measures of emotional or developmental between “Men who have Sex with Men” (MSM) and
problems and their use of mental health treat- various diseases—had never been published. Conment. In general, children of parents in same- sider these facts from the Centers for Disease Consex relationships are about two to three times trol CDC39 (emphasis added):
more likely to experience such problems.

•

HIV—In 2011 an astonishing 94 to 95 percent of new HIV cases40 among males ages
13 to 24 were linked to MSM (Men who
have Sex with Men).

•

Syphilis—84 percent of new syphilis cases41 Endnotes
were linked to MSM in 2012—effectively
1 http://www.lgbtmap.org/equality-maps/convermaking it the new “gay disease.”
sion_therapy

•

Hepatitis42—“New research shows that gay 2 http://dailycaller.com/2016/05/24/new-yorkmen who are HIV-positive and have multiple city-lets-you-choose-from-31-different-gendersex partners may increase their risk for Hep- identities/
atitis C.”

•

Shigellosis43—“Anyone can get shigellosis but it is recognized more often in young
children. Those who may be at greater risk
include children in daycare centers, foreign
travelers to certain countries, institutionalized people and people exposed to human
feces through sexual contact.”

*Peter LaBarbera is president of Americans For Truth
About Homosexuality (AFTAH.org45), and a former reporter for the Washington Times. He can be reached by
email: americansfortruth@gmail.com
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More than 25 years ago, Americans were shocked as
“gay” activists and educators introduced children’s
picture books like Daddy’s Roommate and Heather
Has Two Mommies to indoctrinate children into accepting homosexual behavior and “gay families” as
natural and harmless. Now a new generation of very
young children is growing up with picture books like
My Princess Boy (available at Walmart.com44) that
popularize and glamorize extreme gender confusion.

9

Unless citizens demand an end to the media’s incessant promotion of the gay and transgender agenda, it
will be too late to return America to a state of sexual
sanity, in which the health and well-being of our
children is protected, instead of being undermined.
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Helpful Websites
sexchangeregret.com—A website by former transsexual Walt Heyer
massresistance.org—A site that does excellent work
exposing LGBTQ activism
factsaboutyouth.com—Produced by the American
College of Pediatricians (ACOP)
acpeds.org/the-college-speaks/position-statements/gender-ideology-harms-children—A profamily alternative to the pro-LGBT American Association of Pediatrics (AAP); Excellent resource:
“Gender Ideology Harms Children”
NARTH.com and therapeuticchoice.com—Websites that present scholarly research from opponents
of “gay” advocates; provide evidence for pro-heterosexual change through therapy; defend right to
treatment for people seeking to overcome unwanted same-sex attractions
masteringlife.org—Features dozens of heart-warming ex-“gay” video testimonials and is founded by
former homosexual David Kyle Foster; a Christian
site that also contains resources on overcoming: sex
and porn addiction, child sexual abuse and transgender confusion

cdc.gov has a site on STDs and Gay & Bisexual
Men—The federal Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) is strongly pro-homosexual, but
its reports provide ample evidence on the relationship between homosexual/bisexual behavior and
disease. Start here: cdc.gov/msmhealth/resources/
guidelines-recommendations.htm
robgagnon.net—A site by Prof. Robert Gagnon, a
leading authority on the Bible and homosexuality
help4families.com—A transgender resource, a
Christian ministry to families of transsexuals headed up by Denise Shick, whose own father desired to
be a woman
mygenes.co.nz—Dr. Neil Whitehead’s “My Genes”
website; a leading site presenting academic research
debunking genetic homosexuality; Dr. Whitehead is
the author of My Genes Made Me Do It: Homosexuality
and the Scientific Evidence
thepublicdiscourse.com—Witherspoon Institute
site with excellent essays on homosexuality and
gender issues
heritage.org/issues/family-and-marriage—Heritage Foundation discusses family and marriage issues; has excellent public policy research
aftah.org—Americans For Truth About Homosexuality (AFTAH) reports on and confronts the homosexual/transgender agenda.
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